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Title word cross-reference

80 × 107 [SLJ+09].
0 [Bi05].
1 [SLJ+09]. 100G [HSS+09]. 100Gb [WHK+09]. 100Gb/s [WHK+09].
17799/27001 [MBC+07]. 1x
[LS07, Bi05, BVYY07, BCV+07, CDM+07, CP07, DHJ+07, MWZ07]. 1xEV
[BBC+02, BCG+03]. 1xEV–DO
[BBC+02, BCG+03].
2001 [LGTM02].
3g [CMCP06, BCG+03, BRG+05, FK04, JGA04, RLP05, UVMES+04]. 3G1X
[BCL+02]. 3GPP [BGDT07, vdGHM04]. 3GPP-based [vdGHM04].
40Gb [WHK+09]. 40Gb/s [WHK+09]. 4G
[HSP03, KAGS09, RS09, SR09, SBEW09]. 4th [KGT06].
5ESS(R) [BHH+00].
6 [LGTM02].
7-nines [McP06]. 7R [ME00]. 7R/E$^{TM}$
[ME00].
8 [SLJ+09]. 802.11 [DJR07, RLP05]. 802.11-based [DJR07]. 802.11/3G
[RLP05]. 802.16e
Absence [Dan08]. accelerated [AJK06]. access [BDSS07, BJM+02, CMMZ08, CMPW02, Cla09, DGH+02, DLM+02, De 09, FYJB09, GMW07, HP08, HPvV+08, LBF+04, Maz06, NO08, OVN08, PS07, PRS01, PZBT03, SR09, SLW+09, TBVV08, Ton02, TB04, UGDS01, VFR008, WvLS08].

Accounting [FHW01]. Accurately [AGK+03]. Achieving [Koc07, YJY06, McP06]. across [AEM+06, KTW00, LHS05, LBF+04, OC08, TB08, ZBLvB05]. action [Go05].

active [PUV07]. activity [Ded03]. adapter [Wan00]. Adapting [JAG04]. Adaptive [ABBE08, Rad04, RTM+04, Lau00]. added [ARS+06, RTM+04]. addressing [DM000, Koc02]. administrative [NS03]. admission [ABF+07, HKUW03, OV08].

Advanced [CCH+01, IBP08, OJ04, DEK+05, IGNC+05, KRA06a, MB00]. Advances [GDS+00, Koc02, Kol09, KSO03, QW05, CGJ+02, KP09]. advantage [BBTD05]. Advantages [Maz06].

advertisement [ZMS08]. aeronautics [Tri02]. against [DDL08, HLS09, WRL+09]. agent [Sun06, VW08]. agents [AG04].

aggregated [Rao06]. aggregation [HHVST07]. agile [Cho04b]. agreements [Har05, MvHdMvE03]. aided [BYA09]. air [BGDT07].

Alcatel [An07a, An07b, An07c, An07d, An08a, An08b, An08c, An08d, An09a, An09b, An09c, An09d, BDE+07, RCB+09].

alerting [Fre06]. algorithm [HKUW03, JLN03]. algorithms [AMG05, Ahm02, BGW09, CKR05, Nak03, ZKN+08]. all-IP [SJM+04]. Alliance [BGTU05].

Alternative [LS07]. aluminum [CMC+05]. Ambient [TGC+08]. American [KT07, Tri02]. among [LUV08]. Analysis [EM08, Rao06, Tsao06, BCC+07, BCG+09, BCL+02, BCS09, Bru05, CLOU06, FDC+07, HJvO+06, JLD+06, LUV08, Mac04, PST07, TM05, UVM06, vVWBH05].

analytic [BH08]. analyze [G07].

Analyzing [MA06, ABC+05, BF06]. ANIQUE [KT07]. antenna [BYA09]. antennas [LCM+02]. API [GGHH+03].

APIs [BM000]. Application [SBSS01, ABF+07, BVY07, CCC+02, DS08, F0o06, GA00, GM07, JGA04, JLN03, Lar08, LS01, MHH05, Rad04, Yan02].

Application-level [SBSS01]. Applications [AH08, CRCV02, BMV06, BC09, BCD+08, BYA09, CGLU03, GFB05, HV06, KKL+02, Lab08, LDFK05, MGS+05, MBB00, NO08, RKKM05, SSM+00, Sc01, SRR08, SBDL08, TB04, UGDS01, Vla03, UVM06, WXT+08]. applied [Ram07].

Applying [HSP03, KM03, RH03].

Approach [Mac04, Aiz05, BBK+09, CMCP06, CMMZ08, CRCV02, HHS07, HLS09, KRA06a, M00, SM0+09, SSS+08].

Approaches [HH04, Go06]. April [LGTM02]. arbitrary [LCM+02].

arbitration [PPN09]. architect [MGK08].

architectural [HK05]. architecture [BLS06, Bas03, BH08, BMM+02, BU07, DHI+00, DGJ02, DNPQ01, Dos03, Fis07, GB00, GR03, HPvV+08, IAM02, JCL07, KUV03, LSF05, LBF+04, Maz06, MMD00, PCR+08, PRT05, Rao06, SSSK00, SJM+04, TB04, UVM+04, UVM06, VFR008, VVL+09, XLV01, BUC03].

Architectures [BWT+04, Bel04, DEK+05, DHM+03, DER+03, FLM+06, HK04, KRA06a, KSA08, NO08, SDC08, SPN03, V0R08]. area [BD00]. Areas [Koc04, DJR07]. array [CML+05]. art [Pyr03a].

ASON [HJvO+06]. ASON/GMPLS [HJvO+06].

Aspects [GM07, SZVdLW08, DMR+06].
Assessment [BBR+09, CC04]. Assisted [RBW08]. Associated [CGJ+02]. Assurance [BLP02, MWW06]. Asynchronous [Ton02].

ATM [MMD00, Sch00]. Attacks [HLS09, LB07]. Augmenting [DJM+07].

Authenticating [CGV09]. Authentication [MD04, ZBLvB05, BBG+02]. Authoring [DDHS01]. Authorization [CKER04]. Auto [LB07]. Auto-updating [LB07].

Automated [BFMT00, HB09, LRR07]. automatically [XLVN01].

Avatar [CKT08]. Aware [GHWO8, NDC+09].

Backbone [CP04, HJM+04]. backhaul [BYA09, LS07]. Backpressure [MrVhdMvE03]. backup [LRR+04]. band [SSSK00]. Band / multi [FEK02].

Bandwidth [BDM+06, VSL+08, NDM+06].

Banking [LLHZ09, Ram07]. base [BBK+07, BBM+09, Fis07, KKL+02]. based [AMT06, BCC+07, BCG+09, BLS+06, BR03, BCC+09, Cho04a, CMPW02, CEL+04, DBP09, DSA+09, DJR07, FK04, GKP+02, HHS+08, HUKW03, HLS+06, KTW00, KAGS+09, KUV+03, LSF05, LBF+04, LDYK+05, MA+07, MA+06, M+06, M+05, NQR+01, PMC+06, PS07, RBF+04, RNMP+08, SAN+03, TSC+03, VVL+09, Wan+07, XLYN01, vDHG+04, NDC+09].

Battery [LSF+05]. Beam [PWW+05].

Bearer [AMT+06, ABK+00]. become [KS06]. becomes [Net+00]. behavior [BCO+08, DRC+05, HPS03]. behind [BKLW00]. Bell [An00a, An00b, An00c, An00d, An01a, An01b, An02a, An02b, An03a, BRMS+00, Dass+00, Geh+03, GM+07, Hol+00, MBC+07, OJ+04]. benefiting [Bur08].

Best [BCV+07, HLo3]. between [AMG+05, RTM+04, SRR+08]. Beyond [ARS+06, HAH+05, CMC+06, Net+00, SBSS+01]. Biased [DFR+06]. Bio [Aiz+05]. Bio-inspired [Aiz+05]. bit [LCG+06, SLJ+09]. bit/s/Hz [SLJ+09]. BLAST [LCM+02].

Blended [HV06, CJKS+06, PU+07]. Blending [BDE+07, block [LLCM+02].

Book [PU+07]. boosted [VDR+08].

Brainpower [BBTD+05]. breach [MCP+03]. bridge [SSSK+00, AMT+03].

Briefs [An00a, An00b, An00c, An00d, An01a, An01b, An02a, An02b, An03a]. Brink [MCP+03]. broadband [BKVM+09, De+09, HKH+05, PZBT+03, RWG+09, TBV+08].

Broadcast [BVYY+07, GSC+09, AdLV+07, SLK+09].

Broadcast-multicast [BVYY+07]. broker [DEK+05]. brokering [KRA+06].

Broker m [BDE+07, KRA+06]. Building [GC+07, KM+03, SSSK+00, BDE+07, SBC+01]. burst [LG+02, SLK+09].

Business [Bar+06, GA+00, JMS+04, PWHH+00, RGA+01].

C [Tri+02, DLM+07]. CA [KAGS+09]. Cache [BGW+09]. Caching [KSA+08, Rad+04].

Calculation [JW+02]. Call [Bru+05, CLW+06, CLC+07, CGR+02, FDC+07, GA+00, KSO+03, MD+04, VW+08].

Call-routing [Bru+05]. calls [SSSK+00]. Campus [RLP+05].

Campus-wide [RLP+05]. capabilities [Mal+04]. capability [ABC+05, KRA+06].

Capacitive [EPL+05]. capacity [AFRZ+07, CMM+08, DJM+07, FTV+06, KMS+02, NNT+05, RBW+08, UVE+06, DC+09]. capital [LV+08]. Capitalizing [Koc+03].

Capture [BHH+00]. Carbon [Ram+05, HSK+09]. Care [GA+00]. Carrier [HHH+06, LEO+09].

Carrier-grade [HHH+06]. cascade [MGS+05]. Case [Ram+07, GOTO+04, MA+06].

Catastrophe [Fre+06]. CCMS [IB+03].

CDMA [CMM+08, CR+04, CDM+07, CEL+04, DJH+07, GKP+02, Lau+00, Ma+07, MZ+07].

CDMA-based [GKP+02]. CDMA2000 [BFL+02, BML+02, CP+07, DLM+07, DLM+07, DJH+07, MKL+05, SGR+04].
CDMA2000-1x [DHJ+07], cell [AMG05, RCB+09]. cellular [BBD+05, FHM+05, NT09, SLKAM09, Fre06]. CELNET [BRG+05]. center [Bes07, Ma07]. centers [NNT05]. central [LMR09]. CEO [Rus04]. certificates [KAGS09]. certificates-based [KAGS09]. Chairman [Pow04, Rus04]. challenge [MGKO08]. challenges [ASK04, BBE+08, JJM+05, NO08, AH08, ELM00, HSS+09, Jos08]. change [AMS00, IB03, TA04]. changes [MW00]. Changing [CCH+01]. channel [ABK+00, CDL07, Lau00]. channels [LLCM02]. characterization [BF06, Sun05]. charging [CLW+06, LC08, Maz06]. China [WXT+08]. chip [HAH+05]. circuit [AEM+06, CEL+04, ELOW02, JLD+06]. circuits [DRC+05, WHK+09]. city [TGC+08]. civilian [VWC+04]. class [DFR06, PSST07]. clean [BBK+09]. client [IBPF08]. close [FM08]. cluster [Ma07]. co[Bes06]. co-locating [Bes06]. coding [Lau00, SGK09]. collaborative [AdLvWH+07, BCG+09]. collection [TA04]. Com [Lab08]. commerce [CKR+04]. commercialization [PWHH00]. Commission [Pow04]. Common [CP07, CE06, LC08]. communicate [CCH+01]. communicating [Lab08]. communication [Aro06, BCC+07, BBLS08, BCSW09, CCC+02, HB09, Koc05, KP09, NQR+01, CV08]. Communications [Pow04, AH08, BKLW00, DKK00, DSA+09, HLS+06, LGTM02, LRR+04, MHM06, Rau04, RKR06, SPNR03, VK05, ZTH+00]. community [TGC+08]. comparative [TM05]. Comparing [HMM07]. Comparison [ESHK06, EFH04]. Compensation [BXK+09]. Compensation/mitigation [BXK+09]. competency [TM05]. competitive [BBLS08, BBTD05]. competitiveness [MDMF03]. complex [Rao07]. complexity [DHK00, HSP03, Wan00]. Component [Bas03, BR03, MDMF03]. compound [GHW08]. comprehensive [RKR06]. Computer [Pyr03a]. concept [CHS08]. concepts [HP08, HMM07, Ma04]. concerns [Rup08]. concurrent [IB03]. conduction [Sha07]. configuration [IB03, LWM08]. congestion [EFH04]. connecting [DJR07]. connection [ABC+05, JOR00]. connection-oriented [ABC+05]. considerations [AHL+02, ABSZ06, BUVO3, GJ04b, MESG06]. considering [Wan06]. consistency [LHMS05]. constrained [VSL+08]. constructing [AG04]. consumer [BBLS08]. Contemplating [GJ04a]. Content [VDR08, BBE+08, BGW09, RBW08, RNMP08, SSC+08, ZMS08, vdGB08]. context [BCD+08, BKMB06, MRL07, TF07]. context-free [TF07]. Continuing [KP09]. continuity [JMS04, MGKO08]. continuous [DRNY04]. control [ARS+06, AAG+09, AMT06, AFB+07, CLW+06, CGKO03, CLC07, CGR02, FM08, HSF+05, HHS08, HKUW03, KMSW02, Krop04, LMMV06, MD04, NQR+01, OVN08, SBSS01, SLM02, TB04, WPK+07, XLYN01, CEJ+03]. Controllable [SwWdvdG02]. controlled [Aiz05]. controller [LC08]. controls [Cho04b]. Converted [JJM+05, LC08, MGKO08, ABBST08, AKN+07, AH08, ABBE08, BMOP00, BLP02, BDSS07, Bel04, CLC07, DCHY00, DHK00, HLS+06, SM05, SJM+04]. convergence [BCRL05, ELOW02, GHV06]. cool [Sha07]. cooperation [BGW09]. coordination [HSP03]. COPS [IAM02]. CORBA [BR03]. core [AdLvWH+07, CPH09, CEL+04, DLM+02, DDHS01, ELOW02, FHW01, GMW07, HHVST07, IGNC+05]. correctness [LLZH09]. corrosion [FS06]. Cost [CDL07, AMS00, DJR07, FTV06, GM06,
Detecting [Rub09, Ale07].

LLZH09, MRD

Lar08, LMR09, MC06, Moo04, RKKM05, UVMES+04, LDFK05, WDC+05.

Designing [Aro06, Sol07, ASK04, AGK+03, Rub09, Ale07].

Detecting [LCBM09].

detection [CKR05, LCM+02, MCP+03, Sha04, TF07, Ton02].

Deterministic [Ma07].

Deterministic-based [Ma07].

development [AdLvWH+07, BMOP00, BEM+05, BDM+06, BFMT00, DK04, Ho300, MD02, PWHH00, VW08, Wan00].

device [GT07, RKKM05, WHK+09].

devices [GFB05, LCBM09, RKKM05, SBC+01, TB08, WDC+05].

Devising [SSSK00].

DHBT [WHK+09].

DHT [HHS08].

DHT-based [HHS08].

Diabelli [CEJ06].

diagnostics [SDC08].

diameter [Wan07].

dictionaries [KTW00].

different [Maz06].

digital [AdLvWH+07, MPGS08, VDR09, WAB+08, ZKN+08].

Dimensioning [LE09].

directions [MSS00, NO08].

Disaster [DRNY04, AMBK+07, BWT+04, GEOT04, HMR04, Kro04].

disasters [CCRV04].

disparate [RFBJ04].

displayed [CGV09].

dissemination [BEE+08].

Distributed [AAG+09, FYJB09, Moo04, ADH+01, IB03, LHMS05, MB03, Nak03, XLVN01].

distribution [BGW09, ESHK06, FM08, PBDS09, Rao06, RBW08, She07, vdGB08].

division [FYJB09].

DNS [Best07].

do [Bi05, BVYY07, CDM+07, BBC+02, BCG+03, MWZ07, LS07, BVC+07, CP07, DLM+07].

Documenting [HK04].

Domain [WSS+06, GM07, HRB+02, PDDS09, Pyr03b, SW09].

domains [TBVV08].

dots [DRC+05].

downlink [BHT09, DGH+02].

downtime [KZFB06].

driven [BDSS07, DNPQ01, MB03, SMZ+09].

Driving [ARS+06].

drop [VSL+08].

DSL [VSL+08].

Dual [TAS+07].

due [CMC+05].

durations [BF06].

during [Kro04].

DVB [Rub09, SLKAM09, SLK+09].

DVB-SH [Rub09, SLKAM09, SLK+09].

DWDM [FTV06, SLJ+09].

Dynamic [BBD+05, KMSW02, MVJ+01, AAG+09, BBG+02, CEJ+03, Lub00, NT09, SZZdLVW08].

dynamics [BBL08, HSF+05].

e-business [RGAK01].

eyear [GM07].

Economic [FFG+07a, FFG+07b, PDDS09].

costs [DHS09].

coverage [CPH09, MZP+09, SFK+07].

CPE [YJY06].

Craftsmanship [Pyr03a].

creation [KMS+02, LPST01].

creativity [Koc04].

criteria [Yan02].

Critical

[CLU06, AJK06, HKO+04, OC08].

Cross [TGC+08].

Cross-media [TGC+08].

crown [Geh03].

crystallization [Aiz05].

crystals [DRC+05].

CSCF [LUVO8].

current [AK03].

customer [BLH+05].

CyberCarrier [BCGM00].

cycle [DK04].

cycling [JLD+06].
PSST07, vVWBH05. Economics
[ BIGKR07, WZ03]. ecosystem
[ FM08, SBLD08]. edge [MKL+05]. effect
[ DMO3]. Effective
[ KKKC08, Krs04, CDL07, Har05]. effects
[ AMS00, KMSW02]. efficiencies [DLM+07]. Efficiency [vGDB08, SLJ+09]. Efficient
[ NT09, SLKAM09, AMG05, HHVST07, NNT05, SGK09]. effort
[ AdLW+07, BCG+07]. Effortless
[ JOR00]. efforts [BFL04]. eGEM
[ HJV+06]. Eight [RKR06]. Electrically
[ KTKH05]. electronic [RKKM05]. element
[ ELM00, MDMF03, EJM00]. elements
[ LHMS05]. emergency
[ AMBK+07, HKH05]. emergent [HSP03].
Emerging [ZP03, AH08, AFB+07, BCSW09, NO08, VDR09, VVL+09]. EMS
[ ME00]. emulation [VVW08]. emulator
[ HJV+06]. enable [CRVX02]. enabled
[ BBD+00, BLV00, CJKS06, DDHS01, SBLD08, SJM+04]. Enabling
[ Bar06, BKMB06, FZ09, LM07, SRR08, SJ01, FEK02, HKQ+04, HSK+09]. End
[ ABSZ06, SGRP04, SDC08, Bis05a, CRVX02, JCL07]. End-to-end
[ ABSZ06, SGRP04, SDC08, JCL07]. endeavors [Das00]. endpoint [ACEM04].
endpoints [BH05, BH05]. engine
[ ABBST08, BH08]. engineering [BCG+03, CEJ+03, HL03, MR01, Pyy03a, Yau02].
engineers [Rub09]. enhance [MBC+07].
Enhanced
[ BLV00, PU07, ZS08, BVYY07, CKR+04, DLM+07, HSK+09, KFL00, SLK+09, LKL00].
Enhancement
[ SR09, AHKK06, CMG+05, HMS07].
Enhancing [RHS03, RKR06]. ensuring
[ MVX+04]. Enterprise [Mil00, Ram07].
environment
[ CCC+02, LPST01, Ram07, RPB+04]. environments [ABBE08]. epitaxy
[ PWW+05]. equipment [GEOT04, LMR09]. error
[ SLK+09]. eSAE [LPST01]. ESD
[ FS06]. essential [DMA00]. essentials
[ vVWBH05]. estimation [GHW08, KT07]. Ethernet [BIGKR07, Gol06, HHVST07, MZP+09, Mug03]. E^T [ME00].
European [BBK+09, VFR08]. EV
[ B105, BYVY07, CDM+07, BCV+07, CP07, DLM+07, L07, MWZ07]. EV-do
[ B105, BYVY07, CDM+07, BCV+07, CP07, DLM+07, MWZ07, L07]. Evaluation
[ HHS08, AK03, Ahm02, K09]. event
[ LGTM02, Nak03]. every [RCB+09].
everywhere [AKW00]. Evolution
[ BGK+06, D00, DGH+02, GKP+02, MMD00, AKW00, BGD07, C0D+00, C08, DHJ+07, HSF+05, HJ+04, JJJ+05, L501, RS09, SJ01, ZTH+00, DLM+07].
evolutionary [RWS09]. evolutions
[ VDR09]. Evolving [Aus06, DMO00].
Evros [SFK+07]. examples [FFG+07]. excel
[ JLN03]. exchange
[ BBG+02, CRVX02]. excursion [DRC+05].
existing [HC09, T48+07]. expenses
[ LUV08]. experience [ADH+09, Van05].
experiences [TGC+08]. experiments
[ WHK+09]. Experium [BBD05].
exploring [BBMB06]. exploration
[ AMG05]. extended [DK04]. Extending
[ BH05, SFK+07]. extensible [AG04].
Extreme [Pyr03b]. fabricated [PWW+05]. fabrication
[ WDC+05]. factor [Sha07]. fading
[ LLCM02]. failure [MCP+03, Rao06].
fairness [SR09]. Fast
[ ADH+01, L00, Nak03, PPN09]. FASTER
[ ANPP04]. fault
[ CRK+05, IGNC+05, MB03, NQR+01]. fault-tolerant [NQR+01]. feature
[ DDHS01, H05]. features [CCD+00].
Federal [P04]. feedbacks [LLCM02].
femtocell [CH08, CPH09, DC09].
femtocells [BKMV09, H09]. EU [G07].
fiber [GDS+00, LG06, WZ03, vVWBH05].
fiber-to-the-premises [vVWBH05]. field
[BHH+00, Bi05, McP06]. file [She07].
finance [Der04], fingerprinting [GT07].
firewalls [SvWdBvdG02]. Flexent(R)
[DKLS01, ELOW02]. Flexent(TM) [EJV00],
flexible [DKLS01]. Flow [NDC+09].
Flow-based [NDC+09], flowing [DFR06].
focus [PCR+08], footprint [HSK+09].
force [LDKF05]. forecasting [AJK06].
form [Sha07]. form-factor [Sha07]. Formal
[FHOS04]. Forward [BCL+02, Bi05].
foundation [ARS+06], FPGA [DK04].
Framework [BP06, AG04, ABBE08,
BGK+06, BR03, BCSW09, CC04, GB00,
GM01, HMM04, LGH07, MVX+04,
MBC+07, MB03, MK01, RKR06, Wan01].
Free [WDC+05, Fre06, TF07]. Free-space
[WDC+05]. frequency [Fis07, PBDS09].
Friends [CJKS06, MB00]. function
[ABF+07, Kol09, LGH07, LC05].
Functionality [DEK+05, HSK+09]. Future
[DNPQ01, VK05, BBK+09, BBD+05,
DKK00, HKH05, Koc02, KS06].

GaAs [PWW+05], gains [RBW08].
gaming [NO08]. GaN [FEK02], gas
[DFR06]. gateway [HHH05, HHH+06]. Gb
[SLJ+09]. Gb/s [SLJ+09]. gene [HAH+05].
general [ADH+01]. Generalized [XLVN01].
generating [SJ01]. generation
[AP05, Ale07, AMT03, BBDO4, BBR+09,
BM01, BCC+02, BU07, Ber08, CE06,
CLG03, CMPW02, DE 09, DSW08, Fis07,
FHM+05, Haa08, HPVi+08, KMSW02,
Kkl+02, KMS+02, Koc05, Koc07, KP09,
KGT06, LPW02, LKL00, LPST01,
MMDK08, NO08, PCR+08, RP08, SBC+01,
SLW+09, SJ01, SJM+04, WvLS08, SL02].
generator [Wan01]. Generic
[LGH07, Lin08]. geographically [IB03].
Gigabit [MZP+09]. Global
[IAM02, Cow07, FF+07a, FF+07b,
PWH00, RWGS09, Van05]. GMPLS
[HJV+06]. GoS [DC09]. grade
[HHH+06, LE09]. grammar [TF07]. grid
[BCV09]. ground [AUS+06]. group [Rao06].
growing [Koc03], growth [AJK06]. guide
[Rub09].

handling [Ma07], handoff [Ahm02].
handover [DKR+06]. handset [DJM+07].
happening [AUS+06]. hardening
[Bur08, Moo04]. hardware [AJK06, Moo04].
harmonized [Maz06]. haul [FTV06].
Health [GA00], healthier [CRK05].
heterogeneous [RPB+04, ZBLvB05].
hierarchical [PPN09, Rao06]. High
[DSA+09, BBC+02, BDL09, BKX+09,
DHG+02, FTV06, GGH+03, GKP+02,
LGC06, MSG+05, Vla03].
high-performance [GGH+03].
high-power [MSG+05]. high-speed
[BBC+02, BDL09, BKX+09, DHG+02,
GKP+02, Vla03]. higher [DL+07].
historical [KTW00]. Hoadley [JLN03].
home [TBV08, VVL+09, WZ03].
homeland [BBD04], homomorphism
[TF07]. hop [AAG+09, SLW+09].
hosted [CKT08], hosting [CCC+02].
HSDBA [BJK+07, GSCF09].
HSPA [RWGS09].
HSUPA [BJK+07]. human [Mac04].
Hunsaker [Tri02]. Hybrid
[EACM00, RLP05, SLKAM09, ZS08]. Hz
[SLJ+09].

identification [Mac04, TF07]. idle
[CLdJH08]. IEC [BFL04]. IEEE
[BCC+07, BCG+09, DHR+06, DJR07].
IETF [BFL04]. IFEC [SLK+09]. II
[FGG+07b]. imaging [JBR+09]. immunity
[Moo04]. impact [HCO9, Kol09]. impacts
[UVMES06]. imperative [PWHH08].
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